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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

The fan delivers a variable air supply to the vaporizing 
chamber to in?uence the vapor temperature delivered to 
the face mask through the hose. The mask has a de?ector 
to break up the incoming vapor and is provided with 
ventilation holes which serve to further moderate the 
temperature and distribute the vapor. 

Background of invention 

Vaporizers have previously been adapted for applica 
tion of vapor to the face for the bene?cial cleansing 
action. The prior devices have employed vapor con?ning 
shields on the unit Which limits the usefulness. The prior 
arrangements were lacking in temperature control and 
could involve some user hazard from moisture on elec 
trical parts. 

Summary of invention 

In the present vaporizer the shield or mask con?ning 
the vapor is connected to the vaporizer by means of a 
?exible hose to enhance the use of the unit. Temperature 
control is achieved by delivery of air to the vapor at a 
selectable variable rate. The air aids in rapid delivery of 
the vapor while moderating the temperature to a desired 
level. Another feature in the vapor delivery system is the 
provision of a de?ector inside the mask to break up the 
incoming ?ow to insure rapid dispersal throughout the 
mask. Additional vent holes have been provided in the 
mask to achieve additional vapor turbulence as a result of 
the slight air ?ow induced by the breathing of the user 
(although the mask is not intended to be placed ?rmly 
against the face). Electrical safety is insured by provi 
sion for drainage of excess water in ?lling the vaporizer 
cup. 

Description of drawings 

FIG. 1 is a vertical section through the unit in its 
storage condition; 
FIG. 2 shows another vertical section with the mask 

connected to the base unit by means of the hose; and 
FIG. 3 is a plan view with the mask similarly connected. 

Description of preferred embodiment 

In FIG. 1 the cover 10 is shown in position over the 
base 12 in the manner in which the present unit may be 
stored with the generally elongated cup-like face mask 14 
nested therewithin and the connecting hose 16 wrapped 
around the mask in the space between the mask and the 
cover. The top 18 of the base is a molded part upon which 
the air control knob 20 is mounted. The knob is con 
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nected to shutter 21 below the openings 23 to adjust the 
size of the openings through which the fan 24, driven by 
motor 22, may draw air. This is a very simple way to 
control the volume of air delivered by the fan through 
slot 26 to the vaporizer chamebr 28. The vaporizer cham 
ber has a base portion 30 including the vaporizer cup 32 
and heating element '34. The chamber 28 opens to the top 
and a suitable cover 36 ?ts into the opening with a de 
pending skirt 38 cut out at 40 to register with the key-like 
arcuate projection 42 molded into the chamber wall below 
slot 26 so the air delivered by fan 24 through slot 26 
passes directly under the cover 36 into the vaporizer 
chamber 28. When the water 44 in the vaporizer cup 32 
is heated the rising vapors are mixed with the incoming 
air and then delivered through the outlet 46. 
Hose 16 is provided with a slip connector 48 which ?ts 

over outlet 46 for delivery of the air-vapor mixture 
through the hose to mask 14. The end of the hose adja— 
cent the mask is provided with a connector 50 which ?ts 
over the mask inlet 52 and is thick enough to provide in 
sulating qualities permitting it to be used as a hand grip. 
The mask is provided with a ba?ie 54 on the inner end 
of the inlet which directs the vapor along the back of 
the front wall of the mask to impinge on de?ector 56 to 
impart a swirling action to the vapor. The front of the 
mask is also provided with a number of apertures 58 al 
lowing some air ?ow theretbrough to further blend with 
the air vapor delivered through the hose and achieve addi 
tional distribution of the vapor within the con?nes of the 
mask. The mask is approximately the size of the face and 
is held adjacent (not in direct contact) the face. 

It is to be noted that if the vaporizer cup is over?lled 
the excess liquid will run through the air delivery slot 
26 into the fan chamber which communicates with the 
drain ‘60 to drain o?? the excess liquid before it has an op 
portunity to come into contact with the electric heater or 
motor. 
By varying the damper opening the amount of air 

blended with the vapor can be varied and this has the 
effect of adjusting the temperature of the vapor delivered 
to the mask. Thus the user can select the most comfort 
able conditions without having to increase the space be 
tween the mask and the face with consequent loss of the 
useful vapors. ' 

Recess 61 holds the electric cord 62 in storage and 
recesses 64, 64 are provided for storage of creams or the 
like. The switch 66 controls operation and the “on" con 
dition is indicated by light 68. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A vaporizing device comprising 
a base having a cup therein for containing a liquid, 
a heater mounted adjacent the cup to vaporize the 

liquid, 
a cover mounted on the cup having an outlet there 

through, 
a mask of generally elongated cup-shaped con?guration 

having an inlet thereto adjacent the closed end of 
the mask, 

a ?exible hose connected to the mask and to the cover 
outlet for con?ning and delivering vapor from the 
cup to the interior of the mask, 

a fan in a chamber in the base, 
ports leading to the fan chamber, 
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a manually operated shutter adjustably arranged with 

respect to said ports for varying the effective size 
thereof, 

an outlet from the chamber to the space between the 
cover and the cup for admixture with the vapors and 
delivery to the hose at a rate determined by the 
setting of the shutters whereby the temperature of 
the vapors delivered to the hose is determined, 

a motor driving the fan and located below the fan 
chamber, > 

and a drain conduit from the lower portion of said fan 
chamber to the exterior of the base so any water 
in said chamber by reason of overflow from the 
vaporizer cup will not contact the motor. 
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